Put your slot floor
on the right track.
Konami Gaming, Inc.’s All Aboard™
is barreling your way, appearing exclusively in
the revolutionary DIMENSION 49J™ cabinet.
Straight from a highly successful run in Australia under the title
Gold Express™, All Aboard is a proven hit that’s ready to roll onto
your slot floor. Coupled with two base games—Dynamite Dash™ and
Piggy Pennies™—players ride the rails for a symbol-driven linked
progressive jackpot plus a boxcar full of credit prizes with the Stay &
Spin™ credit-collect bonus mechanic. And it all comes in the new,
bullet-train-sleek DIMENSION 49J cabinet.

Merchandising
All Aboard makes its stop on your slot floor with
merchandising options that are an express ride to revenue.
• LED sign displays from ceiling to floor, between machines
• Optional LED lighted chairbacks
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Game Play
Linked Progressive Jackpot • Four Standalone Bonus Prizes • Stay & Spin Feature

Bet Configuration

Put a penny on the tracks—or more. Options include 1¢, 2¢, 5¢, 10¢, 25¢, and $1
denominations, with better odds for bigger jackpots at higher amounts.

All Aboard Feature
The ever-popular Stay & Spin mechanic powers three different types of
awards when any six or more train symbols land, triggering the feature.
• Credit Prize Symbols: Various credit prize amounts multiplied by player bet.
• Mega Bonus, Maxi Bonus, Major Bonus, and Mini Bonus Symbols: Fixed amounts
multiplied by player bet.

• Grand Jackpot: A linked progressive with higher odds at higher levels.
It begins with three spins awarded during the feature. The six (or more) train symbols that triggered the
feature transform to instant credit prize and/or bonus symbols—as these symbols are held, players punch
their ticket to thrills as additional potential rewards roll through. With every new symbol that arrives,
all held credit prizes and bonus symbols are awarded again. Gathering steam—and excitement—the
feature continues until all positions are filled or the number of spins runs out. With all positions filled,
the Grand Jackpot arrives right on time.
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Base Games
All Aboard brings a trainload of profits with exciting base games.

A friendly frontiersman leads players on a journey to
paydirt in a 5-reel Multiple Lines® extravaganza to strike
gold. Credit collect features and integrated progressive
jackpot opportunities blaze the trail to winning.

A charming, crowned piggy bank character makes
players squeal with excitement as they play for
premium payouts. It’s a fun, lighthearted way toward
some serious jackpots, so players will definitely
want to put their caboose in this game’s seat.
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Base Games
All Aboard brings a trainload of profits with exciting base games.

TM

The All AboardTM Slot series heads into the old west,
where stalwart sheriffs chase wily outlaws in the quest
to stop a great train robbery.

Feudal Japan is the backdrop for this intrigue-filled
installment of All AboardTM. Shinobi, better known
as ninjas, practice the legendary art of subterfuge,
revealing prizes to those who can keep up.
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Dimensions and Specs
Available exclusively on Konami’s latest DIMENSION 49J cabinet, All Aboard is a
symbol-driven linked progressive series that leverages one-of-a-kind merchandising
options to help deliver an incredibly impactful credit-collect experience.
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Dimensions and Specs
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